NATIONAL PEACE ACTION DAY, OCTOBER THIRTYONE SEVENTY,
INFORMATION CONCERNING (RESEARCH).

A SOURCE WHO HAS PROVIDED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE
PAST ON INSTANT DATE ADVISED AS FOLLOWS:

STUDENT MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE-YOUNG SOCIALIST ALLIANCE-
SOCIAL WORKERS PARTY FORCE LOCALLY UNDER NAME "GREATER
BOSTON PEACE ACTION COLITION", IS CALLING FOR AN
"INTERNATIONAL PEACE ACTION DAY" RALLY TO
BE HELD ON THE BOSTON COMMON, BOSTON, BEGINNING SATURDAY, OCTOBER THIRTYONE NEXT. THEME OF RALLY TO STRESS
IMMEDIATE WITHDRAWAL OF US FORCES FROM VIETNAM AND A VOTE IN
THIS REGARD, NOVEMBER, THREE NEXT ON THE VIETNAM REFERENDUM
APPEARING ON THE NINETHENTY MASSACHUSETTS BALLOT. RALLY SUPPORTERS
ARE CONCERNED OVER POSSIBLE SUCCESS OF THE RALLY AND DO NOT
ANTICIPATE A LARGE TURNOUT, AS THE MAJOR ANTI-WAR PEACE TYPE GROUPS
LOCALLY INCLUDING MASS POLITICAL ACTION FOR PEACE, CITIZENS
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CLIFTON C. CAULDWELL, VICE PRESIDENT AND DIRECTOR
DISTRICT SIX, AMALGAMATED MEAT CUTTERS AND
BUTCHER WORKMEN OF NORTH AMERICA, AFL-CIO.

RALLY SPONSORS ALSO HAD HOPED TO PROVIDE ENTERTAINMENT
AS PART OF THE PROGRAM, BUT TO DATE THEY HAVE BEEN UNSUCCESSFUL
IN OBTAINING ENTERTAINERS.

RALLY TO BE PEACEFUL AND NO VIOLENCE PLANNED.
LOCAL AUTHORITIES, SECRET SERVICE, NISO, ONE ZERO EIGHT
MI GROUP, OSI, ADVISED.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RE BUREAU AIRTEL OCTOBER SEVEN SEVENTY.

SOURCES ARE BS EIGHT ZERO EIGHT DASH S, AND NY TWO FIVE
ONE SEVEN DASH S. (\(\Phi\)) (\(\Upsilon\))

BOSTON FOLLOWING.

END.

PLEASE ACK FOR FIVE NITELS
EN

ACK FOR FIVE MSGS FIVE SIX SEVEN EIGHT AND NINE
IN FBI WASH DC